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SUMMARY

College student in Statistics and Math. Interested in the rigorous foundations of machine learning (both of
the underlying theory and implementation), and the impact that these technologies have on our society.

EDUCATION

Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853 Class of 2023
Senior, GPA: 4.155

RELATED ACADEMICS

• CS 4783: Mathematical Foundations of Machine Learning (A)

• MATH 4140: Honors Introduction to Analysis II (A)

• MATH 4130: Honors Introduction to Analysis (A+)

• STSCI 4090: Theory of Statistics (A)

• ECON 3140: Econometrics (A+)

• STSCI 4740: Data Mining and Machine Learning (A)

• MATH 4310: Linear Algebra (A+)

• ECON 3130: Statistics and Probability (A)

• ORIE 3300: Optimization I (A)

• CS 3220: Computational Mathematics (A+)

• ECON 3030: Intermediate Microeconomic Theory (A)

• ECON 2801: Game Theory & Strategic Reasoning (A+)

• CS 3110: Data Structures and Functional Programming (A+)

• COML 1106: The Ethics of Artificial Intelligence (A+)

PRIOR WORK EXPERIENCE

Research Assistant (Econometrics) – Professor Francesca Molinari 2022

Work included several projects. The longest running of these has been a study of the behavior of
partially identified models in the presence of misspecification, testing an information theoretically
motivated inference method with provable robustness to misspecification. I worked to validate
these guarantees in simulations. The particular Monte Carlo simulations I was working on
considered discrete consumer choice of insurance with misspecified utilities.

Research Assistant (Statistics) – Professor Marten Wegkamp 2022 (Fall)

Work focused on extending a novel theoretical analysis of a combination of Principal Component
Analysis with Linear Discriminant Analysis in the context of latent factor models.
In addition to writing up an efficient implementation of the method, I was responsible for
designing simulations to asses the performance of the method in several regimes not traditionally
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analyzed in the statistics literature.

Business Intelligence Engineer Intern – Amazon Prime Video Summer 2020, 2021

Worked on improving different types of early stage viewership forecasts for Amazon Prime Video.
Developed, tested and compared novel additions to existing models. This improved model
forecast quality and provided categorically new forecast types for business leaders to use for
strategic decisions.

CS 2800: Discrete Structures Teaching Assistant 2021

Discrete Structures can best be summarized as a proof-based survey course for math used in
Computer Science. Covers the basics of proofs, set theory, mathematical induction, propositional
calculus, among other topics.

Summer Research Assistant of Prof. Whitney Newey (MIT/NBER) 2017, 2018, 2019

The work focused on programming different estimators and models in R, involving both the
functional and object oriented features of the language, along with external libraries such
as MASS and auglag.

High-school AP Computer Science A Teaching Assistant 2018 – 2019

Equivalent to CS intro course. The class was taught in Java. My work consisted of helping students
and writing practice exams.

LEADERSHIP

Technical Project Manager – Cornell DTI – CUReviews 2021

My work focused on managing a team of developers to deliver a product useful to the Cornell
community – CU Reviews gives students reviews for classes, allowing them to make more informed
decisions about which classes to take. It’s (probably still) live: https://www.cureviews.org/
You can find out more about the project here: https://www.cornelldti.org/projects/reviews

Developer – Cornell DTI – CUReviews 2019 – 2020

Technologies used include: JavaScript/TypeScript, React, MongoDB, express.js, React.

Founder & Organizer, Wellesley Digital Bridges 2017 – 2019

In many ways, the increasing digitalization of our society is deepening, rather than bridging,
the inequalities in our society. Many students from disadvantaged backgrounds lack the computers
(and other hardware) they need in order to develop digital skills in the first place. I founded
Wellesley Digital Bridges, a nonprofit which runs CS classes in order to raise funds for schools
to acquire the tools they need to teach information-age skills to disadvantaged students.

Link: Wellesley Digital Bridges raises over $2K in donations for a Boston school

Cybersecurity Keynote Speaker, Wellesley High School - Seminar day 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018

Co-organizer / Teacher, Wellesley CreateAthon 2017 – 2019
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PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

Statistics and Related:

• R: Extensive experience with R for statistical and econometric modeling (In classes and prior work).

• Python: Extensive experience, including with:
numpy, pyspark, scipy, tensorflow, keras and other ML tools.

• Scala: Extensive experience, including with Apache Spark, Spark MLlib and Hadoop.

• Stata: Some familiarity.

• Matlab: Some familiarity.

General Purpose:

• C/C++: Extensive Experience (see projects).

• Java: Extensive Experience,

• Rust: Extensive Experience (see projects). Also my favorite language. More info

• LaTeX: Experienced. You are, at this very moment, reading a Latex document.

• OCAML: Experienced

• Haskell: Some familiarity.

Web-Dev:

• Javascript/Typescript: Extensive experience (see leadership)

• React: Extensive Experience

• HTML/CSS: Extensive Experience

Esoteric:

• Brainfsck: Familiar enough to write a compiler for it. More info. What?

INDEPENDENT PROJECTS

ultimate-duidoku: 2019 – 2020

Implemented a game discussed in game theory class as a website with Professor Kaushik Basu.
Works using HTML/CSS, javascript and jQuery, and is hosted using GitHub pages.

https://khemritolya.github.io/ultimate-duidoku/

https://twitter.com/kaushikcbasu/status/1178150895156105218

https://twitter.com/kaushikcbasu/status/1216396060324552704

kessler: 2021

A program which displays an animated desktop background. Inspired by the old Mac screensaver.
Written in Rust for Linux distributions using x11-rb.
https://github.com/khemritolya/kessler

libbrain: 2020

Uses C++’s template feature to embed brainfsck programs in C++ source code at compile time.
Essentially a miniature compile time compiler written in C++ template metaprogram
(as opposed to ”normal” C++). Available at https://github.com/khemritolya/libbrain

Additional Projects: https://hoderle.in or https://github.com/khemritolya/
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https://www.rust-lang.org/
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https://github.com/khemritolya/libbrain
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https://github.com/khemritolya/libbrain
https://hoderle.in
https://github.com/khemritolya/


HOBBIES & INTERESTS

Computer Science, esp. recreational programming
Reading, esp. History & Economics related
Physics, esp. Orbital Mechanics and anything else space-related
Hiking
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